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	The rapid progress of neuroscience in the last decade can be largely attributed to significant advances in neuroethology, a branch of science that seeks to understand the neural basis of natural animal behavior. Novel approaches including molecular biological techniques, optical recording methods, functional anatomy, and informatics have brought drastic changes in how the neural systems underlying high-level behaviors such as learning and memory are described. This book introduces recent research techniques in neuroethology, with diverse topics involving nematodes, insects, and vertebrates (birds, mice and primates), divided into sections by research method. Each section consists of two chapters written by different authors who have developed their own unique approaches. Reports of research in “model animals” including C. elegans, Drosophila, and mice, which were not typical specimens in conventional neuroethology, have been deliberately selected for this book because a molecular genetic approach to these animals is necessary for advances in neuroethology. Novel methodology including optical recording and functional labeling with reporter genes such as GFP has been actively used in recent neurobiological studies, and genetic manipulation techniques such as optogenetics also are powerful tools for understanding the molecular basis of neural systems for animal behavior. This book provides not only these new strategies but also thought-provoking statements of philosophy in neuroethology for students and young researchers in the biological sciences.
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PayPal HacksO'Reilly, 2004
PayPal wasn't the first company to build an online  payment system, but it might as well be the last. With over 50  million registered accounts, PayPal is rapidly becoming a household  name. But, as indicated, there have been others;  PayPal's predecessors attempted to capitalize on the  Internet boom by building new forms of...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: Europe (Encyclopedia of World Cultures)Macmillan Technical, 1992
Europe is in tremendous flux. Political boundaries and designations are changing with dizzying speed. Population mobility is altering the human landscape in astonishing and unpredictable ways. To publish this volume on European cultures at this particular historical juncture provides both a wonderful opportunity to offer a much-needed resource to...
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100 Fastest-Growing Careers: Your Complete Guidebook to Major Jobs With the Most Growth And OpeningsJIST Works, 2006
"A valuable addition to the career sections of public, high   school, and academic libraries." -- American Reference Books Annual     

       Helps you explore the 100 fast-growing careers, match them to   your skills, and get a good job quickly.     

       About the Author
   ...
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Spatial Augmented Reality: Merging Real and Virtual WorldsAK Peter, 2005
Like virtual reality, augmented reality is becoming an emerging platform in new application areas for museums, edutainment, home entertainment, research, industry, and the art communities using novel approaches which have taken augmented reality beyond traditional eye-worn or hand-held displays.

In this book, the authors discuss spatial...
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Getting Started with Mule Cloud Connect: Accelerating Integration with SaaS, Social Media, and Open APIsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		There’s no question that we are undergoing a generational shift in computing. With the
	
		massive adoption of social media, SaaS, and cloud computing, enterprises are relying
	
		more and more on resources beyond the firewall. With this shift, we have seen an explosion
	
		in the number of open APIs that are required to...
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Fluorine and the Environment : Agrochemicals, Archaeology, Green Chemistry & Water, Volume 2 (Advances in Fluorine Science)Elsevier Limited, 2006
Advances in Fluorine Science is a new book series presenting critical multidisciplinary overviews on areas in which fluorine and fluoride compounds have a decisive impact. The individual volumes of Advances in Fluorine Science are thematic, addressing comprehensively both the science and applications on topics...
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